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Our history 
Protempo was established in 1974 in Zaandam, the 

Netherlands. Due to rapid growth, we soon moved to 

the east of the country. A strategic move because from 

here we had a faster connection with our suppliers and 

were able to expand our customer base internationally. 

Thanks to long-term relationships with our suppliers, some 

of which date back to the early years, we have been a 

reliable and stable trading partner for our customers for 

more than 45 years. 

The customer comes first 
We have got to know our customers very well over the 

past 45 years. We know that the success of your business 

depends on fast, accurate and correct delivery of parts 

and products. That’s why we are a proactive supplier, 

which gives thought and attention to your needs and 

can see things from your perspective. A long-term and 

reliable partner that does everything in its power to help 

its customers in the best possible way.

Continuous improvement 
We set the bar high for ourselves. Because the market 

is constantly changing, it requires us to make continual 

adjustments. That’s why we never stand still at Protempo. 

Our processes are continuously optimised and our range 

expands daily with new products. We also talk to our 

customers regularly about how we can assist them even 

further and help them to be successful.

Parts for 
Internal transport

Trailers
Agriculture and Industry



Axles fast traffic

Axles slow traffic

Brake parts

Ball couplings



Winches

Various body parts

Overrun brakes

Other service parts



Anti theft

Mudguards 

Ramps

Lighting



Lighting accessories

Jockey wheels

Support legs

Hydraulics



Ball bearing turntables

Various trailer accessories

Motorcycle supports and load securing systems

Wheels with pneumatic tires and tire parts for trailer and caravan



Wheels with pneumatic tires and tire parts for agriculture, industry and transport equipment

Wheels with pneumatic tires and tire parts for agriculture, industry and transport equipment

Gas springs

Fasteners for gas springs



Transport wheels

Wheels for health care use

Furniture wheels

Equipment wheels



Ball transfer units

Heat resistant wheels

Heavy duty wheels

Pallet truck rollers



Our wide range 
You can come to us for solutions relating to: 

 ~ internal transport; 

 ~ gas springs; 

 ~ parts for trailers, boats and horse trailers; 

 ~ parts for agriculture and industry.

Because we do not limit ourselves to one product type, 

we are flexible in our solutions. We can often supply both 

the well-known A-brands as well as our own private label. 

This gives you a choice from various price segments. One 

supplier, one point of contact. That is our strength.

Our comprehensive service 
Service comes first at Protempo. Our service department 

is always ready to answer your questions. Thanks to our 

specialists’ extensive product knowledge, in most cases 

this happens immediately. If we are unable to provide an 

answer straight away, we consult our broad network of 

suppliers. 

 ~  Would you like something special? We are happy to 

offer you tailor-made advice. Our international network 

of representatives is at your service. They can come 

and see your situation on site and provide you with 

expert advice geared specifically to your situation

 ~  In addition, we have our own assembly departments. 

This means that we can always put together the best 

solution for you, fully tailored to your situation and 

usually directly from stock. 

The online shop 
Our products can be ordered 24/7 through our online 

shop. Here, you can also find drawings (2D and 3D), stock 

information and photos of the products. Take a look: 

www.protempo.eu/webshop.
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